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ESTERLINE RELEASES ADS-B ANNUNCIATORS WITH FAST DELIVERY
Standard ADS-B legends for popular, fast-track version of Korry 389 5/8-inch
cockpit switch featured at AEA 2017, New Orleans, March 14-15, Booth 410
EVERETT, Wash., March 8, 2017 — Esterline, global leader in aerospace technologies, will
showcase cockpit control solutions from its Korry, Mason and Janco brands at the 60th
Annual Aircraft Electronics Association (AEA) International Convention & Trade Show in
New Orleans, March 14-15, Booth 410.
Esterline's introduction at this show of ADS-B annunciators in its Korry 389 LED switch line
will be of particular interest to aircraft operators facing the ADS-B Out deadline of January
2020 mandated by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Korry 389 switches are the
OEM switch solution for most aerospace platforms. Under the FAA rule, ADS-B Out will be
required for aircraft operating in Class A, B and C airspace, in certain Class E airspace at or
above 10,000 feet and around busy airports identified in 14 CFR part 91, Appendix D.
Standard ADS-B legend and circuit configurations will be available for fast delivery as part of
the Korry Quick Switch program. Specific benefits include:
•

Latest generation of high-brightness LEDs

•

Delivery as fast as three days

•

Uncompromising performance

•

Mechanical interchangeability with standard 5/8-inch switch installations

•

Options for custom and NVIS configurations

In addition, the Esterline AEA booth will also feature other Korry switching products, Mason
controls such as sticks and cursor controllers and Janco rotary control products.
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Esterline was the first manufacturer to introduce sunlight-readable LED switches with a
patented dimming process, creating a much more robust product for the marketplace by
eliminating the need for repairs.
Esterline Corporation (NYSE: ESL) is an international specialized aerospace and defense
company headquartered in Bellevue, Wash., that employs about 13,000 people worldwide.
Its wholly owned subsidiary Esterline Control & Communication Systems
(www.esterline.com/controlandcommunication) designs and produces leading technology
control and communication components and subsystems for today’s advanced
requirements, focusing on delivering high-reliability human-machine interface (HMI) solutions
to its customers across the globe.
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